Rank Master - New geography app compares countries of the world
Is Canada bigger than China? Does Brazil have more Internet users than Germany?
Rank Master is testing the knowledge about the world’s countries by ranking them
according to certain facts.
The Austrian App developer DonkeyCat is releasing his new game Rank Master. It is
a quiz app and teaches facts of different countries of the world in an exciting way.
Even for experienced world travellers some of those facts will be surprising.
Rank Master was released at the end of November 2013 and is since available for
iOS and Android.
Depending on the level, the player has a certain amount of time to rank four to five
countries according to a specific value like the area, the population or the birth rate.
The following solution shows whether the estimation was right. Points will be
assigned for every right placing, but if the ranking is completely wrong points will be
withdrawn.
Especially during the higher levels Rank Master will become a real challenge. The
online high score list compares the performances of the players.
“Does the huge South Africa or maybe the populous United Kingdom have more
kilometres of roadways? Is the life expectancy higher in Austria or in Israel and which
country has the highest number of Internet users? Those are no plain facts but
exciting comparisons which are drawn here. Rank Master invites you to a world trip
with aha moments.” says Manager Gerald Novak.
The data and facts of the countries which Rank Master is based on are loaded
directly from the public data of the CIA’s World Factbook. Regular updates will make
sure that the facts are always up-to-date. With over 200 countries there are millions
of possible combinations and therefore no question will be asked twice.
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